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My Contact Info

● thomas@redhat.com

● choirboy in #rhel on Freenode

● thomasdcameron on Twitter

● http://people.redhat.com/tcameron

● http://excogitat.us
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Agenda

● About Red Hat Network Satellite & Fedora Spacewalk

● Assumptions

● Be Patient!

● Installation Tips

● Organizations

● Configuration File Management
● Macros
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Agenda

● System Groups

● Channel Cloning

● Locked Channels

● Internally Developed/Third Party Apps

● Activation Keys

● Kickstart Profiles

● Cobbler Tips and Tricks

● DHCP/PXE/tftp for kickstart
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NOTE!

● The deck you are seeing today is significantly 
shortened. I've designed this deck to be a step-by-step 
reference with screen shots and descriptions of all of 
the things I'm going to describe today.

● The full deck is at http://people.redhat.com/tcameron 

http://people.redhat.com/tcameron
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About Red Hat Network Satellite Server

● Red Hat Network Satellite Server is the best systems 
management platform for Red Hat technologies.

● Mature, capable, flexible, robust systems management 
platform with millions of servers under management in 
practically every vertical you can imagine.

● Includes a rich, web-based UI.
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About Red Hat Network Satellite Server

● Red Hat Network Satellite Server is the best systems 
management platform for Red Hat technologies.

● Mature, capable, flexible, robust systems management 
platform with millions of servers under management in 
practically every vertical you can imagine.

● Includes a rich, web-based UI. Even a Windows admin 
can use it!
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Red Hat and the Red Hat Network Satellite Server

● As Fedora is the upstream, community project for Red 
Hat Enterprise Linux, Spacewalk is the upstream, 
community project for Red Hat Network Satellite 
Server.

● http://spacewalk.redhat.com
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Assumptions

● You are already familiar with RHN Satellite/Fedora 
Spacewalk

● This is not an introduction, we will be moving rather 
quickly!
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Assumptions

● When I talk about the navigation bar, I am talking about 
the tabs at the top of the screen:
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Assumptions

● When I talk about the left navigation bar, I mean the 
grey box at the left of the screen:
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Assumptions

● When I talk about sub-tabs, I mean the tabs in the 
middle of the page, typically relating to a system, or 
channel or the like:
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Be Patient!
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Be Patient!

● I'm going to jump around quite a bit. All the different 
parts of Satellite I talk about will get wrapped up at the 
end of the presentation.

● When we get done today, you'll be able to take a 
system from bare metal to production in minutes, even 
if you have to install third-party or internally developed 
software, using Red Hat Network Satellite Server.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Put in a request for your Satellite certificate at 
https://rhn.redhat.com/rhn/systems/GenerateCertificate.do 
before you want to start the installation! Sometimes it 
takes a while to get it to you, and you don't want to be 
sitting there waiting like an idiot.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● DNS needs to work both forward and reverse in your 
environment!
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Kickstart the machine you'll be installing Satellite on.
● The installation guide says to install only @base but 

then instructs you to configure sendmail.
● You don't need Postfix. It doesn't hurt to have it 

installed, but you don't need it.
● For this presentation, I used a graphical tool. I needed 

the tool, xorg-X11-xauth (so I can ssh -X in) and fonts to 
do that.

● You'll need pxelinux.0. Install syslinux.
● I use NFS in my lab.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● I'm lazy. I install all of this at kickstart time.

● The main thing is, don't install anything web related. 
The Satellite installer will do all of that for you.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● On the system which will be the Satellite server, import 
the Red Hat gpg key before you start the installation.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Register the machine you will be using as a Satellite 
server to Red Hat Network before you install Satellite.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Install the Satellite certificate on the machine's profile 
in RHN before you start the installation.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Put a copy on the local filesystem of the Satellite 
server as well.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Make sure you either shutdown the firewall, or make 
sure it's set up correctly.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Make sure sendmail is set up correctly.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Use an answers.txt file. It reduces your chances of 
errors, and it allows you to reproduce the Satellite 
exactly.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Run the installer in disconnected mode if you don't 
have a good Internet connection.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● You can also pass command line arguments to 
install.pl. The only one I've found I need is to enable 
tftp – everything else can be done via the answer file.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● You'll be prompted to restart Satellite at this point.

● Before you restart after installation, restorecon 
/etc /var /opt /rhnsat

● You might even run yum update before you restart.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● After updating, upgrade the schema if needed.

● Backup your database first, in case anything goes 
wrong! 

● Note the Satellite needs to be shut down to cold back 
up the database!
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Before you start populating the database, extend the 
DATA_TBS table. It's only about 4GB by default. I 
generally extend it out to 8GB.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Run cobbler check and then make any changes it 
says you need to.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● NOTE! It recommends running “cobbler get
loaders.” I recommend against this, as it fetches files 
off of a non-Red Hat site. They work just fine, but 
security auditors may take issue with this. Instead, just 
copy the pxelinux.0 file from 
/usr/share/syslinux/ to /var/lib/tftpboot.
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Installation Tips and Tricks

● Run cobbler sync afterwards to update cobbler's 
configuration.
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Be Patient! We're jumping to Organizations!
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Organizations

● RHN Satellite has the ability to define multiple 
organizations.

● Divisions
● Internal IT vs. outsource management
● Other scenarios
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Organizations

● We recommend that you define an organization right 
out of the box, even if you're completely, positively, 
100% certain that you will never, ever need multiple 
organizations.
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Organizations

● Because you're wrong.
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Organizations

● Because you're wrong.

● And it sucks to retrofit organizations into your Satellite 
server.
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Organizations

● Once created, you need to assign system entitlements 
for:

● Management (Needed to register with Satellite)
● Monitoring (Needed for Monitoring)
● Provisioning (Needed for bare metal installation, config 

file management, etc.)
● Virtualization (Needed for any machine doing 

virtualization which is not unlimited)
● Virtualization Platform (Needed for any machine with 

unlimited virtualization)
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Organizations

● Now you need to allocate software channel 
entitlements:

● Base OS
● Child Channels
● Flex Guest Entitlements

● There are potentially hundreds or thousands of these 
channels, depending on your subscriptions!
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Organizations

● Finally! You've scrolled through over 500 possible 
channels!
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Organizations

● Now log in as the admin for the new organization 
(acmeadmin)

● You'll notice that you have populated software 
channels.
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Be Patient! Let's talk about config files!
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Configuration File Management

● Configuration file management is used for keeping 
configs consistent

● Consistent == easier (cheaper) to manage
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Be Patient! We're moving to system groups!
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System Groups

● Define system groups based on any number of criteria
● System Location (Austin, Raleigh, Westford)
● System Role (DB, Mail, Web)
● Satellite Admin (John, Paul, George or Ringo)

● Work with unions and intersections
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System Groups

● Lather, rinse, repeat for each group you want to create.

● As an example, I've created groups by location, server 
role, and production status. Your environment will 
probably have different ways of grouping.
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Be Patient! Let's talk channel cloning!
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Channel Cloning

● Channel cloning allows you to make a copy of the 
content you receive from Red Hat and freeze it at a 
point in time.
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Channel Cloning

● Great foundation for a dev -> qa -> production cycle.
● Create dev channels
● Clone content from Red Hat to dev channel
● Subscribe dev systems to dev channels
● Test in that context
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Channel Cloning

● Great foundation for a dev -> qa -> production cycle.
● Create qa channels
● Clone content from dev to qa channel
● Subscribe qa systems to qa channels
● Test in that context (get user community buy-in here!)
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Channel Cloning

● Great foundation for a dev -> qa -> production cycle.
● Create prod channels
● Clone content from qa to prod channel
● Subscribe prod systems to prod channels
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Channel Cloning

● This web UI is great for cloning the original state (4.0, 
5.0, 6.0) of the channel or creating a clone of the 
channel as it is provided today.

● It is pretty painful if you want to clone a channel 
“locked” at a specific update - RHEL 5.4, RHEL 4.6, 
RHEL 6.1 and so on.

● For now we'll demonstrate cloning dev, qa and 
production channels at the current state - we'll come 
back to setting up a “locked” channel later.
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Channel Cloning

● This will take a while, it's making duplicate entries for 
each package (plus its metadata) in the database

● Packages themselves are not duplicated
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Cloning Channels

● Now clone the appropriate child channels
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Cloning Channels

● Lather, rinse, repeat for each of the child channels you 
want cloned.
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Cloning Channels

● Take a look at the Errata sub-tab and the the 
List/Remove sub-tab to see that all of the errata 
(bug, security and enhancement) have been cloned.

● Cloned errata can be viewed in order of errata type, 
advisory name, or date.

● Date is very handy for backing out errata so as to be 
able to “lock” a channel, but there's still a better 
method.

● Search for “release dates” at 
https://access.redhat.com for RHEL release dates.

                                   Thanks, Michele Newman (RHC)

https://access.redhat.com/
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Cloning Channels

● Next, clone the dev channel to qa. 

● Don't clone qa or prod from RHN! If you clone from 
RHN to dev, then from dev to qa, then from qa to prod, 
nothing can ever get to prod that didn't go through dev 
and qa. You can enforce a discipline on software 
distribution that requires sign-off.
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Be Patient! We're covering locked channels!
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Locked Channels

● How about cloning to a specific date?
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Locked Channels

● How about cloning to a specific date?

● It can be done through the UI, but it's pretty painful. 
You have to either go through and select each package 
you want cloned (thousands of them) up to a specific 
date, or clone them all, sort by date, and back out all 
the ones after a certain date (also potentially 
thousands).
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Locked Channels

● How about cloning to a specific date?

● It can be done through the UI, but it's pretty painful. 
You have to either go through and select each package 
you want cloned (thousands of them) up to a specific 
date, or clone them all, sort by date, and back out all 
the ones after a certain date (also potentially 
thousands).

● Better to use spacewalkclonebydate, in the 
spacewalkutils RPM, written by Justin Sherrill. 
Justin is an incredibly sharp guy, part of an incredibly 
sharp team at Red Hat!
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Locked Channels

● I put it in an until loop, in case it times out (this 
happens occasionally).
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Be Patient! 3rd party app deployment next!
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Internally Developed/Third Party Apps

● For a session on how to create internally developed 
packages and create packages out of 3rd party COTS 
software, come to part 2 of this presentation in this 
room after lunch.
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Internally Developed/Third Party Apps

● Two components to creating custom channels
● Web UI
● Command line
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Internally Developed/Third Party Apps

● Web UI
● Choose the parent channel, if any

● Note that for apps and such, you do need to make your 
custom channel a child channel.  I recommend you make it a 
child channel of a Red Hat-provided channel and then clone it 
to be a child of your cloned parent channels.

● In this example, I will be creating a child channel for a 
“hello” application.
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Internally Developed/Third Party Apps

● Command line
● For security purposes, packages must be GPG signed 

before you upload
● Please come to the second part of this presentation in 

the next hour for full details on setting up GPG
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Internally Developed/Third Party Apps

● Sign your package
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Internally Developed/Third Party Apps

● Make sure the rhnpush package from the RHN Tools 
channel is installed
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Internally Developed/Third Party Apps

● Upload the package using rhnpush:
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Internally Developed/Third Party Apps

● Import the GPG key into the Satellite Server for future 
kickstarts
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Internally Developed/Third Party Apps

● Copy the GPG key into /var/www/html/pub the 
Satellite Server so that existing servers can access it 
using:

● rpm import http://[server]/pub/[key] 
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Be Patient! Activation keys are next!
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Activation Keys

● Without activation keys, you'd have to register a 
system to the Satellite server by passing a username 
and password to rhn_register or rhnreg_ks.

● From command line means not automated
● Scripted means insecure
● Only registers to base channel
● Doesn't join any system groups
● Doesn't register to config channels
● Doesn't auto-deploy packages
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Activation Keys

● With activation keys, you can specify that when a 
server registers, it also subscribes to specified base 
and child channels, config channels, joins groups, 
even installs additional packages.
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Activation Keys

● Create keys however it makes sense in your 
environment. You can do location, role, production 
status, etc.
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Your Patience Is Rewarded!
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Kickstart Profiles

● As I indicated, the seemingly random steps we've 
defined so far (organizations, config channels, system 
groups, cloned channels, locked channels, custom 
content, activation keys) are going to all come together 
in the kickstart process.
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Kickstart Profiles

● Kickstart is Red Hat's hands-free, automated 
installation process.
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Kickstart Profiles

● If you are kickstarting remotely, you can use the next 
screen to specify a remote kickstart tree.
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Cobbler Tips and Tricks

● What if you don't want human intervention at boot 
time?

● Cobbler to the rescue!
● Note that any configuration of cobbler outside of the 

Satellite web UI is NOT supported by GSS!
● If you break cobbler, my only guarantee to you is, you 

get to keep all the pieces!
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DHCP/PXE/tftp

● For the most part, the Satellite installer sets this up for 
you.

● Just add the following stanza to /etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf
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And that's it!

● All of the jumping around pays off in the end. 

● You can deploy a production-ready system in minutes, 
even if you have internally developed or third-party 
apps!
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Additional Resources

● Red Hat Training: 
https://www.redhat.com/training/courses/rh401/

● Red Hat Docs: 
https://access.redhat.com/knowledge/docs/Red_Hat_N
etwork_Satellite/
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Thank You!

● If you liked today's presentation, please fill out the 
evaluation form!
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Questions?
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